Are you a middle school student who loves science and engineering? Learn about Broadcom MASTERS

Broadcom MASTERS (Math, Applied Science, Technology and Engineering for Rising Stars) is the premier national science and engineering competition for sixth, seventh and eighth grade students.

• SOLVE problems using science and engineering then enter your project in a local, affiliated science fair. Every fair can nominate 10% of students to enter the Broadcom MASTERS—why not you?

• SHARE your hard work—submit your application to share your research project with national judges.

• MEET amazing people—make new friends and meet top scientists and engineers.

• WIN prizes—you’ll receive a t-shirt just for entering and could win STEM summer camp experiences or the top award of $25,000. Teachers and schools receive prizes, too!

• VISIT exciting places—the finals take place in Washington, DC. Who knows where Broadcom MASTERS will take YOU!

Broadcom MASTERS is a program of Society for Science & the Public, sponsored by the Broadcom Foundation.

student.societyforscience.org/broadcom-masters | broadcomfoundation.org/masters
Learn more about
Broadcom MASTERS

• Find an affiliated science fair near you!
  apps2.societyforscience.org/StudentScience/Student/FindAFair

• Download the Broadcom MASTERS App
  (available on Google Play and the Apple Store)

• Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/broadcommasters

• Read about our awesome alumni:
  student.societyforscience.org/blog/doing-science

• Email masters@societyforscience.org with your questions

Broadcom MASTERS is a program of Society for Science & the Public, sponsored by the Broadcom Foundation.
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